User Story

Albert Dandl
Plant Systems Manager

Global Packaging Design
Albert Dandl is a Plant Systems Manager responsible for Europe and
Asia employed by a global leader in the packaging industry.

Industry:
Global Packaging

Location:
Austria

Challenge:
Analyze existing business processes and
the design and development of new
processes for production related
information technology.

Toolkit:

Solution:
ConceptDraw PRO enables the visualization
of information technology related concepts.
ConceptDraw MINDMAP assists in
gathering and organizing ideas and input,
the many different topics can be arraigned
by company and client needs.

Benefits:
Increase in communication speed and
clarity, better alignment of internal and
external projects.

Albert Dandl is a Plant Systems Manager responsible for Europe and Asia
employed by a global leader in the packaging industry. With over 24,000
employees, his company is responsible for the packaging of personal and
beauty care, healthcare and pharmaceuticals, food and beverage, dispensing
solutions, home and garden, and media products for companies all over the
world.
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global needs, amidst challenging
and varied requirements. His
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facilities on six continents and their
varied customer base can be found in over 100 countries around the world.
Mr. Dandl is responsible for the production related information technology
as it pertains to shop floor data collection, pre-press graphical systems, and
CAD. As his company has offices on 6 continents with clients in over 100
countries around the world,
Albert uses ConceptDraw MINDMAP to analyze exiting business processes,
draft new business workflows; all while collecting and organizing lots of
input. Albert Dandl finds it necessary to communicate too many different
locations, as part of his job.
Mr. Dandl states, “For me, drawing mind maps is a must. Before choosing
ConceptDraw MINDMAP, I would draw out mind maps by hand. With
MINDMAP, I can easily create and distribute mind maps. I even started to use
MINDMAP for note taking during my many meetings. This has turned out to
be very productive!”
“I then selected ConceptDraw Pro because of the easy interchangeability
with Microsoft Visio files. Ever since I had moved over to a Macintosh, I was
missing a strong tool for creating visual workflows for the business processes
I develop. I can even interchange files between PC and Mac!”

For more information on ConceptDraw Pro and MINDMAP please visit:
www.conceptdraw.com
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